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Abstract-- Consumer-level multi-array cameras are a key enabling technology for next generation smartphones imaging systems. The present paper aims to analyze the accuracy of the depth estimation while using different camera combinations in a multi-array camera. This is done by providing a framework of deep neural networks to determine depth map from a sequence of images captured by a multi-array camera. Capturing depth information enables users to perform a range of post-capture edits such as refocusing, and creating a 3D model of any scene. Thus it is essential to calculate an accurate depth map while using the minimum computational resources.

I. INTRODUCTION

Multi-array cameras such as Lytro [1] and PiCam [2] are becoming widely available in CE devices; and capturing accurate 3D information allows users to have a better and different experience with their personal digital photography.

In the past few years, personal photography has started to generate considerable interest due to inexpensive and still, high quality cameras. But capturing 3D information for most consumers has remained extravagant.

So far, plenoptic cameras such as Lytro [1] and Raytrix [3] are the most common and available consumer cameras enabling users to capture 3D information; however these cameras are not adjustable to be implemented in smartphones, which are the most popular imaging device in consumer electronics.

Based on InfoTrends’ recent worldwide image capture forecast in "2016 U.S. Mobile Imaging End User Study" [4], consumers will approximately take 1.2 trillion photos in 2017 which shows the growth rate of 9% from the previous year. It is expected for 85% of these photos to be taken by mobile phones, 4.7% by tablets and 10.3% by other types of digital cameras.

Recently PiCam [2] and LinX [5] prototyped sets of cameras in a grid structure which enable users to have the same experience while capturing image using their smartphones as plenoptic cameras. A key problem with much of the literature in relation to this context is the expensive computation [6-8]. This issue rises due to the use of all the cameras in the array and it makes them not suitable for hand held consumer electronic devices.

This paper tackles these issues by taking advantage of deep neural networks. Five Siamese architectures [9] are designed to be trained on a synthetic dataset simulating images captured using a plenoptic camera. These experiments reveal a number of important aspects of depth calculation using multi-array cameras which will help us to answer the following questions:

1- Is it required to use all the cameras in the array to estimate depth map?

2- How efficient it is to combine horizontal and vertical displacement of the cameras in depth estimation?

3- How the variation of baselines can affect the output estimated depth?

4- Is deep neural network a good replacement for parallax computation?

II. ALGORITHMS & IMPLEMENTATION

A. Camera Array Structure

In this paper we present a matching CNN that outputs depth map from a set of images captures by multi-array camera. The concentration in the state of the art is on processing the parallax to determine depth values from an array of images. Considering the parallax, the image features are shifted in different frames of the image array as a function of the 3D structure of the scene. What is known about depth estimation from multi-array cameras is largely based on the use of all of all the images in the array. That considerably increases the computational resources. The proposed solution examines the depth map obtained from different camera combinations rather than considering the whole array.

There are five experiments done in this paper by taking advantage of deep neural networks. The first network is designed to accept two images of an array of 9 × 9 camera. Fig. 1 illustrates the selected camera indices for the first experiment.

![Figure 1. Selected camera indices for the first experiment](image1)

The second experiment is done by accepting two inputs from the first and last cameras. Fig. 2 presents the camera indices chosen for the second experiment. This experiment...
reveals the importance of the baseline selection in depth estimation using deep neural networks.

The third network is designed to accept four images of the array as the inputs. This experiment uses the cameras located at the corners of the grid as illustrated in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Selected camera indices for the third experiment

By adding the central camera to the list of the inputs, the fourth observation is performed as shown in Fig. 4.

Figure 4. Selected camera indices for the fourth experiment

Fig. 5 represents the last experiment considering four more cameras added to the previous model.

Figure 5. Selected camera indices for the fifth experiment

Fig. 6 illustrates the framework employed in each experiment to estimate depth from a camera array.

### III. CONCLUSIONS & DISCUSSION

In this paper a framework is proposed to estimate depth from multi-array camera using deep neural network. Five different observations have been made based on the number of cameras and different baselines.

Table 1, shows the preliminary test error for the "Antonious" [10] set per experiment. Our preliminary testing suggests that there is only a very slight reduction in the error rate if more than 4 cameras are used. Detailed experiments and network architectures will be presented at ICCE 2018 and these should give a clear indication of the relative importance of horizontal/vertical separations and the trade-off in terms of image quality and error rate for increasing the number of cameras and the computational complexity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exp. #1</th>
<th>Exp. #2</th>
<th>Exp. #3</th>
<th>Exp. #4</th>
<th>Exp. #5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Test Error</td>
<td>0.00093</td>
<td>0.00091</td>
<td>0.00079</td>
<td>0.00083</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### B. Training Set

24 synthetic 4D light field image sets [10] are used for training and 4 sets for testing purposes. Each 4D set contains $9 \times 9 \times 512 \times 512 \times 3$ individual image.